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       After I play every character, I always walk away and feel a little
different. I've experienced something that's not my life, but I've made it
my life. 
~Brittany Snow

For lips, I'm into mauves, and I like a little shimmer. I have this Dior lip
gloss I love right now called Pearl. It's pink and has shimmer. I don't like
anything overdone. 
~Brittany Snow

It may sound lame, but I've been journaling since I was in third grade. I
love it! It makes me feel calm and happy. 
~Brittany Snow

I've worn my share of leopard pink boots to premieres or belts the size
of cars. I thought my pink leopard boots were so cool. 
~Brittany Snow

My greatest accomplishment is receiving my role on "The Guiding
Light". 
~Brittany Snow

Well, I had said to my friends, it's going to be good, but I bet it's going
to be cheesy in a way. And I didn't think that at all. It's so good and was
just so funny. 
~Brittany Snow

I've been boxing ever since I was 16. I love surprising people who think
a short, blond girl can't fight! Just because I look a certain way doesn't
mean I'm weak. 
~Brittany Snow

Sometimes the characters I find the most compelling are in
independent movies. With independent scripts people can take more
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challenges. 
~Brittany Snow

I like Stella McCartney, Chloe, Alexander McQueen, Aaron
Featherstone, normal Chanel if I can ever afford it, I'd be wearing that
all the time! I like to admire from afar. 
~Brittany Snow

Applying sunscreen became a habit that now I use in my daily life. 
~Brittany Snow

I'm pretty minimal when it comes to my beauty routine and always have
been. 
~Brittany Snow

I use L'OrÃ©al True Match as my foundation, Laura Mercier as my
concealer, Maybelline Great Lash as my mascara, and Benefit blush
and that's it. I keep it pretty simple. 
~Brittany Snow

I'm originally from Tampa and grew up on beach. I'm also naturally
fair-skinned. The funny thing is, my parents are both pretty tan, but for
some reason I didn't get those genes. 
~Brittany Snow

I keep 'The Paper Bag Princess' by Robert Munsch on my shelf to
remind me that my prince will love me no matter what I wear. Cheesy! 
~Brittany Snow

I was recently told by a guy friend that red lipstick during the summer is
distracting, and I said, "You need to shut up because I love red lips in
the summer." Guys are stupid, moral of the story. 
~Brittany Snow
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I'm excited for people to realize that I'm 25 years old and not a teenager
anymore... even though I still look 18 and can't get into a bar to save
my life! 
~Brittany Snow

I'm very claustrophobic. 
~Brittany Snow
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